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Whether it's a Handlebar, a Fu Manchu, or a Laser Loop, this illustrated information will help men everywhere achieve
the moustache of their dreams. Fora dash of hipster irony, the Crustache or the Pyramid looks sharp with skinny jeans
and glasses. With tons of illustrations and distinctive tips from professional competition, The Moustache Grower's
Guidebook will add major design to any 'stache. Included are instructions for how to grow, groom, and maintain 30
classic and modern moustaches, along with fashion suggestions on how to rock each look. Outdoorsy types can go crazy
with the Lumberjack and some flannel, while those aspiring to steampunk style should dress up the Aeronaut with a
tuxedo or nautical gear.
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Best. It's a throw-apart. Ever. We made a bet with a pal at the job.. It now sits following to his "most manly mustache"
award. The design is beautiful.I'll grow out my shaved mind, you grow a Fu Manchu. Liked the style tips for each design
of mustache. This was the PERFECT gift.. It even shows what clothing design looks well using what facial design! But this
is great for laughs and a nice little present for the stache lover. I told a guy I know about it who has a full beard and
shaved his mind and he asked to look at it. He was very impressed with the reserve and just how it explained things
conveniently and clearly. Great design and writing Could not ask for more. Graphics are super clean and apparent ..
Bought for a research project and the information in this reserve is all the small bits that I was missing before.The book
size is little - which I think works well because of this publication. The writing can be well done. Five Stars Great
groomsmen gift! Mustache Great small book. I'm confident his wife hates me. Stache Coolest small book ever! I'm sure
there's even more descriptive books out there. Great Little Book Very Helpful book for anyone who is thinking about
growing a incredible Moustache or Beard. Moustaches Rule! Moustache bible Tiny and poorly bound I purchased this as a
small gift to go with my Christmas suggestion for my barber as a shop book. Gift. It's just a badly bound, flimsy gag-gift
that will probably fall apart before spring break. Five Stars Very NOW guideline for men. Just therefore occurs his
birthday fell within the timing of our bet. Buy this it's great I bought this for my brother, and it's hilarious Don't waste
your cash Waste of cash. All you have to to do is merely search on google and you'll get all of the info you need Two
Stars I was looking for more detail.
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